Building information modeling (BIM) in data centers

With BIM, a data center can be optimized from the beginning. You can start with a solid data base and don’t need to make inventories. Our solution Datacenter Clarity LC™ combines data center infrastructure management (DCIM) with the BIM process and therefore helps you to benefit from increased efficiency and flexibility in your data center.

1. Plan and build together

2. Create a solid building data base – a digital twin – with BIM

Data center can be optimized e.g. increased efficiency through space planning

No information loss at handover between planning, building and operation. IT and facility management operation can start without interruption.

No additional effort for handover – since the data from the building data base can be seamlessly integrated into the IT database.

3. Operate data center based on solid data base

* Datacenter Clarity LC™ is a trademark owned and licensed by Maya Heat Transfer Technologies Ltd.
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